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Introduction 
The fishery resources off Veraval are ex-
ploited intensively mainly by two gears, viz., trawl 
and gill nets. The gill net fishing with mechanised 
craft is in vogue since 1955 off Veraval. The gill 
net fishery has undergone changes by way of in-
troduction of many out-board motorised canoes. 
It is imperative to monitor the effort, catch and 
catch composition under the changing pattern of 
exploitation to assess the resource vulnerable to 
gill net fishery and to quantify the contribution 
of the fishery to the total fishery so as to obtain 
a comprehensive knowledge of the fishery re-
source off Veraval. 
The gill net catch in Veraval is landed at the 
old light house landing centre. 
Two types of crafts, wooden and FRP dug-
out canoes (with out-board engine) and plank-
built boats (with in-board engine) are used for gill 
net fishing. Kandari (surface drift net; mesh 
size : 65-85 mm) and Jadajal (mesh size : 170-
215 mm) are the gill nets used. In addition to 
these two nets, a specialized net Dakkal (surface 
or bottom drift net; mesh size : 140-160 mm) is 
used exclusively for pomfret during monsoon. 
The 3 types of nets are operated either from the 
OBM or from the IBM boats at a depth of 20-45 
m. The fishing is conducted throughout the year 
with less intensity during monsoon. Mostly daily 
fishing is conducted and in few operations, the 
fishing extends for 2 - 3 days. 
Results 
Effort 
During the 9 year period, the operation of 
OBM canoes increased from 18,482 units in 1982 
to 26,476 units in 1990 (Table 1). On the other 
hand, the operation of IBM boats decreased from 
9,211 units to 6,622 units. The crafts used for 
gill net operation, i.e. OBM and IBM vessels were 
used only as 'carriers' of nets, tackles, crew and 
catch and hence the difference in size and engine 
power among these crafts did not influence the 
catch. The area and time of operation was almost 
the same for both the types of vessels. As 
estimation of catch and catch rate separately for 
OBM and IBM vessels may mislead interpretation 
on the available resource, the catch data from 
both the crafts were pooled. 
The catch depended mainly on the type of 
gear used. The gears had target fish groups and 
were seasonally employed according to availabil-
ity of the resource. In a single operation, any of 
the 3 types of gears was used either individually 
or in combination. Hence, it was not possible to 
make gearwise assessment of the catch. Gene-
rally, each unit of OBM and IBM vessel operated 
30 and 60 nets, respectively. In the present 
study, the effort was estimated based on the 
number of nets operated from each craft, 
irrespective of the type of craft. 
The effort thus calculated did not vary 
much and ranged from 1,030,140 nets (1983) to 
1,191,600 nets (1990) (Table 1) with an average 
of 1,099,660 ± 59,440 nets. The coefficient of 
variation was only 5.4%. It is clear that the effort 
has remained almost constant during the 9 years 
but the preference of craft for operation has 
TABLE 1. Effort of gill net operated from out-board motorised 
canoes and in-board motorised boats off Veraval 
Year 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
Average 
OBM 
Units 
18482 
17854 
22516 
21425 
22728 
26349 
21700 
22827 
26476 
22261 
Nets (OO's) 
5545 
5356 
6755 
6428 
6818 
7905 
6510 
6848 
7943 
6679 
IBM 
Units Nets (OO's) 
9211 
8242 
5930 
7923 
8168 
5695 
6705 
6274 
6622 
7197 
5527 
4945 
3558 
4754 
4901 
3417 
4023 
3764 
3973 
4318 
Total 
Nets (OO's) 
11071 
10301 
10313 
11181 
11719 
11322 
10533 
10613 
11916 
10997 
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shifted from IBM boats to OBM canoes. In 1982, 
an estimated 5,544,60 nets were operated from 
OBM canoes (Table 1), which formed 50% of the 
total nets operated; in 1990, the percentage of 
nets operated from the canoes increased to 67%. 
Lesser cost of hull, engine, fuel and other 
operational costs and easy maintenance are the 
main reasons for preference of OBM canoes over 
the IBM boats. 
Catch and catch rate 
The annual average catch and catch rate 
were 4,192 tonnes and 381.2 kg/100 nets, re-
spectively. Though the effort remained almost 
constant during the 9 year period, the annual 
catch and catch rate fluctuated. The catch 
ranged from 2,842 tonnes (catch rate : 256.7 kg/ 
100 nets) in 1982 to 6,165 t (catch rate : 517.4 
kg/100 nets) in 1990. There was cyclic pattern 
in the fluctuations of catch and catch rate. 
During the period under study, distinctly high 
catch and catch rate were recorded during 1985 
and 1986 and subsequently during 1989 and 
1990 (Fig. 1). The gill net selects large sized 
fishes. The availability of the vulnerable age 
group of the stock, which may be affected by en-
vironmental, physiological or behavioural changes, 
may follow a cyclic pattern reflecting in the catch. 
(Ricker, W. E. 1958. Bull. Fish. Res. Bod. Canada, 
119, 300 pp.). However, when there are year-to-
year variations in the distribution and availability 
of the stock, or in the vulnerability of the stock 
as affected by weather or age composition, it is 
not easy to distinguish the real changes in the 
population parameters (Gulland, J . A. 1955. U. 
K. Ministry Agr. & Fish., Fish Invest, 18, 46 pp.). 
Catch composition 
Fishes belonging to 10 groups formed about 
98% of the gill net fishery. Of the 10 groups, elas-
mobranchs dominated the fishery forming 20.3% 
of the catch, followed by clupeids, seerfish and 
dorab (Fig. 2). 
Fig. 1. Annual gill net effort, catch and catch rate off Veraval 
during 1982 - 1990. 
Fig. 2. Catch composition of different fish groups in the gill 
net landings in Veraval; figures in parentheses are 
percentage of total landings for the years 1982-1990. 
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TABLE 2. Landings (tonnes) of different fish groups from gill nets in Veraval 
Group 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 Average 
Elasmobranch 
Ribbonilsh 
Tuna 
Seerflsh 
Carangid 
Catfish 
Clupeid 
Sciaenid 
Pomfret 
Dorab 
Others 
All fish 
670 
116 
6 8 
2 8 4 
177 
162 
677 
84 
2 6 6 
3 1 0 
2 7 
2,842 
3 2 7 
96 
65 
3 0 7 
73 
179 
6 5 5 
78 
199 
4 3 6 
4 3 
2,459 
621 
2 5 0 
269 
5 3 3 
197 
169 
1.314 
170 
171 
3 5 3 
74 
4.121 
745 
2 4 4 
3 5 5 
728 
342 
339 
1.038 
198 
3 4 4 
616 
91 
5,039 
622 
3 9 5 
204 
631 
3 4 6 
4 1 3 
103 
162 
5 7 5 
6 0 3 
41 
5,023 
444 
2 8 1 
211 
3 2 4 
257 
139 
689 
71 
3 3 3 
564 
4 0 
3,353 
679 
61 
3 1 0 
3 7 7 
2 0 0 
2 2 5 
508 
162 
4 2 8 
3 4 6 
106 
3,402 
740 
164 
6 1 0 
6 7 2 
509 
3 9 3 
565 
3 6 5 
5 0 3 
6 8 0 
120 
5,321 
2.796 
132 
4 9 0 
3 6 2 
3 1 7 
2 9 5 
652 
3 1 0 
3 1 8 
236 
2 5 8 
6.165 
849 
193 
287 
4 6 9 
269 
257 
792 
178 
3 4 9 
461 
8 9 
4.192 
the 9 year period; i) the tuna catch Increased from 
68 t In 1982 to 490 t in 1990; li) the sciaenid 
(mostly 'ghol') from 84 t to 310 t; and ill) the 
carangid from 177 t to 317 t. 
Seasonal variation 
Gill net fishing is conducted throughout the 
year with less intensity during southwest mon-
soon. The operation of OBM canoes, especially, 
is very much restricted during June-August. The 
total effort is maximum in January and May. 
However, the total catch was maximum in 
September (4,925 t) followed by April (4,039 t) 
(Table 4). Barring clupeids. the catches of all the 
other groups were maximum during August-Sep-
tember, i.e. during the last phase of monsoon. 
The high landings in April was due to unusually 
heavy landings of C. melanoptera in April, 1990. 
TABLE 3. Catch rate (kg/100 nets) of different fish groups in the gill net operated off Veraval 
Group 
Elasmobranch 
Ribbonfish 
Tuna 
Seerflsh 
Carangid 
Catfish 
Clupeid 
Sciaenid 
Pomfret 
Dorab 
Others 
All fish 
1982 
60.5 
10.5 
6.2 
25.7 
16.0 
14.6 
61.1 
7.6 
24.0 
28.0 
2.8 
256.7 
1983 
31.8 
9.4 
6.3 
29.8 
7.1 
17.4 
63.6 
7.5 
19.3 
42.3 
4.1 
238.7 
1984 
60.2 
24.3 
26.1 
51.7 
19.1 
16.4 
127.4 
16.5 
16.5 
34.3 
7.1 
399.6 
1985 
66.7 
21.8 
31.7 
65.1 
30.6 
30.3 
92.8 
17.7 
30.8 
55.1 
8.2 
450.7 
1986 
53.1 
33.7 
17.4 
53.8 
29.5 
35.2 
88.0 
13.8 
49.1 
51.5 
3.5 
428.6 
1987 
39.2 
24.8 
18.6 
28.6 
22.7 
12.3 
60.9 
6.2 
29.4 
49.8 
3.5 
296.2 
1988 
64.4 
5.8 
29.4 
35.8 
18.9 
21.3 
48.3 
15.4 
40.7 
32.9 
10.1 
323.0 
1989 
69.8 
15.5 
57.5 
63.3 
47.9 
37.0 
53.2 
34.4 
47.4 
64.1 
11.3 
501.4 
1990 
234.6 
11.1 
41.1 
30.4 
26.6 
24.7 
54.7 
26.0 
26.7 
19.8 
21.6 
517.4 
All year 
77.2 
17.6 
26.1 
42.6 
24.4 
23.4 
72.0 
16.2 
31.7 
41.9 
8.1 
381.2 
The landings of most of the fish groups was 
high during 1985 & 1986 and 1989 & 1990. The 
landings of elasmobranchs, for instance, was 
high during 1985, 1989 and 1990; that of seerflsh 
during 1985, 1986 and 1989 and that of pomfret 
during 1986 and 1990 (Table 2). Similarly, catch 
rates were also high for most of the groups during 
1989 and 1990 (Table 3). The catch rate of elas-
mobranchs was very high in 1990 (234.6 kg/100 
nets), which was due to unusually heavy landings 
of Carcharhinus melanoptera in April, 1990. Nev-
ertheless, the uniformity in abundance of the dif-
ferent fish groups during those specific 4 years 
further stresses the cyclic pattern of occurrence 
of the population attaining age group vulnerable 
for gill net fishery. In spite of the fluctuations, 
the following 3 fish groups exhibited consistently 
increasing trends in catch and catch rate during 
3 
TABLE 4. Monthwise total landings (tonnes) of different fish groups and total effort of gill net during 1982 • 1990 
Group 
Elasmobranch 
Rlbbonflsh 
Tuna 
Seerflsh 
Carangid 
Catfish 
Clupeid 
Sciaenid 
Pomfret 
Dorab 
Others 
All fish 
Effort '00 nets) 
J a n 
4 4 0 
140 
180 
434 
8 4 
2 3 2 
9 4 8 
199 
89 
421 
102 
3,270 
10,251 
Feb 
712 
124 
4 7 
441 
135 
212 
728 
155 
76 
455 
76 
3,160 
9,034 
Mar 
567 
269 
164 
270 
124 
200 
506 
98 
53 
499 
55 
2,804 
9,662 
Apr 
1731 
183 
400 
136 
185 
168 
586 
159 
100 
334 
58 
4,039 
9,780 
May 
879 
112 
296 
53 
215 
253 
693 
218 
570 
136 
129 
3,553 
11,029 
June 
4 1 2 
32 
5 
10 
157 
211 
178 
122 
286 
34 
4 7 
1,494 
4,550 
July 
180 
4 
2 
5 
49 
87 
9 0 
16 
526 
21 
5 
986 
3,012 
Aug 
4 4 1 
2 6 
4 0 
8 6 
190 
176 
493 
59 
838 
548 
3 
2,901 
6,458 
Sep 
1092 
208 
527 
817 
614 
255 
439 
6 7 
380 
441 
85 
4,925 
8,540 
Oct 
245 
381 
480 
823 
293 
91 
539 
85 
6 7 
480 
6 9 
3,553 
9,108 
Nov 
3 8 8 
146 
150 
751 
206 
231 
679 
257 
71 
408 
9 9 
3,386 
8,908 
Dec 
559 
115 
291 
392 
166 
197 
1252 
164 
80 
372 
74 
3,663 
8,637 
The catch rates of all fish and most of the 
fish groups were also maximum during Septem-
ber and October (Table 5). The catch rate of 
pomfret was maximum during the peak monsoon 
months, when Dakkal was operated by most of 
the vessels. 
Remarks 
The fishery resources off Veraval is inten-
sively exploited by gill net and trawl net. Intro-
duction of new trawlers every year is shifting the 
pattern of exploitation towards trawls. During 
1982-1990, the annual gill net effort was almost 
stagnant; the catch and catch rate of most of the 
fish groups have fluctuated with a cyclic pattern. 
This is in contrast to the trawl fishery off Veraval. 
Critical analysis of data on the gill net and trawl 
fishery reveals that the ratio of gill net catch : 
trawl catch is shifting towards trawl catch in 
recent years. For instance, the gill net : trawl 
catch ratio was 1:8 in 1985 and the ratio has 
changed to 1:13 in 1988, 1989 and 1990. The 
gill net selectively exploits large size fishes and 
the small ones of most of the fish groups exploited 
by the gill net are caught by the trawl net (with 
exceptions like tuna). In such a situation, 
increase in effort and catch of one gear (trawl) 
may affect the future catch of the other gear (gill 
net) and thus, in a sense, the two gears may be 
said to 'compete' (Ricker, 1958 Op. cit). Though 
this type of competition is considered normal and 
inevitable, it is necessary that a balance in 
exploitation ratio is maintained between the two 
gears (Widrig 1954, Copeia, 29-32). A balanced 
exploitation ratio has not been established so far 
for the fishery off Veraval. However, as the trend 
of gill net fishery off Veraval has not Indicated any 
stress on trawl fishing, the present exploitation 
ratio appears to be balanced. 
TABLE 5. Monthwise catch rate (kg/100 nets) of different fish groups in the gill nets 
Group Jan Feb 
Elasmobranch 42.9 78.8 
Ribbonfish 13.6 13.8 
Tuna 17.6 5.2 
Seerfish 42.4 48.8 
Carangid 8.2 14.9 
Catfish 22.6 23.4 
Clupeid 92.5 80.6 
Sciaenid 19.4 17.1 
Pomfret 8.7 8.4 
Dorab 41.1 50.4 
Others 9.9 8.4 
All fish 319.0 349.8 
Mar 
58.6 
27.8 
17.0 
27.9 
12.8 
20.7 
52.3 
10.1 
5.5 
51.6 
5.6 
290.2 
Apr May 
177.0 79.7 
18.8 10.1 
40.9 26.8 
13.9 4.8 
18.9 19.5 
17.2 23.0 
59.9 62.8 
16.2 19.8 
10.2 51.7 
34.1 12.3 
5.9 11.7 
413.0 322.1 
June 
90.6 
6.9 
1.2 
2.3 
34.4 
46.3 
39.2 
26.9 
62.8 
7.5 
10.3 
328.4 
July 
59.9 
1.3 
0.5 
1.7 
16.2 
29.0 
29.7 
5.4 
174.6 
7.1 
1.7 
327.2 
operated off Veraval during 
Aug 
67.2 
4.0 
6.2 
13.2 
29.0 
26.9 
75.1 
9.0 
127.7 
83.6 
0.4 
442.3 
Sep 
127.8 
24.4 
61.7 
95.7 
71.9 
29.8 
51.4 
7.8 
44.5 
51.7 
9.9 
576.7 
Oct 
26.9 
41.8 
52.7 
90.3 
32.2 
10.0 
59.2 
9.3 
7.4 
52.7 
7.6 
390.0 
1982 • 1990 
Nov 
43.5 
16.4 
16.8 
84.4 
23.1 
25.9 
76.2 
28.8 
8.0 
45.8 
11.1 
380.1 
Dec 
64.7 
13.3 
33.7 
45.4 
19.2 
22.9 
144.9 
19.0 
9.3 
43.1 
8.6 
424.1 
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ON THE RECENT INTRODUCTION OF OUTBOARD 
ENGINES ALONG THE COROMANDAL COAST* 
Fishing crafts fitted with outboard engines 
were first introduced along the Kerala coast in 
1980. High capital investment without financial 
assistance from government or other financial in-
stitutions was one of the main constraints which 
prevented the introduction of outboard engines 
along the Coromandal coast. Recently, some of 
the nationalised banks are extending faculties to 
fishermen to purchase the engines, as a result of 
which outboard engines have made their appear-
ence in some of the fish landing centres along the 
Coromandal coast of the Chengelpet- Tan) ore 
districts. A study was conducted on the intro-
duction of outboard engines along this part of the 
Coromandal coast and Pondicherry and the 
results are presented below. 
A total number of 232 outboard engines 
have been introduced at 16 fish landing centres 
in the South Arcot District, maximum being in 
Pudupettai, Pudukuppam and Samiyarpettai 
(Table 1). The 189 engines available at Chengelpet 
District are distributed in seven landing centres 
bordering the Pulicat lake the highest number 
being at Arangamkuppam, Koonankuppam and 
Tirumalainagar centres. Observations made in 
16 landing centres of the Tanjore District revealed 
the presence of 48 engines in eight centres. All 
the three engines introduced along Pondicherry 
coast are confined to Vaithikuppam centre where 
they are fitted to small wodden carft of 7-8 m 
length operating exclusively drift gill nets. No 
outboard engines have so far been introduced 
along the coast of Madras District. 
The outboard engines are fitted exclusively 
to catamarans with a length range of 8-10 m op-
erating mainly gill nets, Pannu valai and Mani 
valai and the encircling bag-net, Eda valat A 
permanent iron structure fixed firmly at the rear 
end of one of the logs of the catamaran 
accomodates the outboard engine (please see 
Figs. 1-5). 
The catches of the outboard engine - fitted 
catamaran units are same as that of the non 
mechanised units. The gill nets landed macker-
els, croakers, carangids and prawns and Eda 
valai landed oil sardine, mackerel, scads and 
mullets. 
All the outboard engines introduced in the 
Chengelpet-South Arcot districts are Greaves-
Modal 3525 LT-OBM with 7 HP. manufactured by 
Greaves Cotton Co. Ltd. Aurangabad. The engine 
weighs about 80 kg and the diesel tank capacity 
is 4.5 litres. Six nationalised banks besides the 
TABLE 1. Particulars of the introduction of outboard engines In various coastal zones along the coastal Chengelpet-Tanjore Districts 
and Pondicherry 
Coastal zones 
(landing centres from north to south) 
Districts Total number of 
landing centres 
Number of centres 
haying outboard 
engines 
Total number 
of outboard 
engines 
TN 1 -
TN 2 -
TN 3 -
Koonankuppam-Odaikuppam ' 
Pudumanlkuppam-Tiruvonmlyur-
kuppam 
KotUvakkamkuppam-Deveneri and 
Salavankuppam 
Chengelpet 
Madras 
V 
25 
12 
18 
189 
TN 4 - Mahabalipuramkuppam-Alam-
barikuppam 
TN 5 - Muthukadukuppam-Sothnaikuppam 
TN 6 - Talamkuda-Thandavarayan 
cholapattlnam 
T. 5. P 1 Kanakachettlkuppam-
T. 6. P fMurthlkuppam 
TN 7 - Pazhayar to Chlnnangudi 
fChengelpet 
} South Arcot 
Pondicherry 
Tanjore (part) 
21 
21 
27 
15 
16 
16 
1 
8 
232 
3 
48 
' Prepared by'P. K. Mahadevan Plllai and S. Subramanl, Madras Research Centre of C.M.F.RL, Madras; A. Srinivasan and T. 
Dhandapani, Field Centre of C.M.F.RL, Cuddalore and L. Chidambaram, Field Centre of C.M.F.RL, Pondicherry. 
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Fig. 1. The outboard engine usually fitted to the catamarans. 
Fig. 2. Side view of the engine with propeller shaft. 
Fig. 3. The permanently fixed iron frame on one of the planks 
of the catamaran for fitting the outboard engine. 
District Co-operative Bank in South Arcot District 
and the only nationalised bank at Pulicat in Ch-
engelpet District finance the fishermen to procure 
the outboard engines. 
Fig. 4. An outboard engine is being removed from a catama-
ran after fishing operations. 
Fig. 5. Outboard engines in the removed condition after fish-
ing operations. 
The market value of the outboard engine is 
about Rs. 20,000/- and a subsidy of 37.5% is 
granted by the Tamil Nadu government to help 
purchase. By remitting one third of the cost of 
engine after adjusting the subsidy amount and 
fulfilling the necessary requisites, the concerned 
banks extend loan to fishermen to purchase the 
engine and the remaining amount is payable in 
monthly instalments with the interest thereon. 
The outboard engines, a recent introduction 
after May, '90 in two landing centres, Ar-
angamkuppam and Pudupettai, with six numbers 
to begin with, have soon become popular and at 
present 472 outboard - engine fitted catamarans 
are operating in 32 landing centres along the 
Coromandal coast. Since most of the fishermen 
are very much interested in acquiring the en-
gines, especially along the South Arcot District, 
the number of crafts fitted with them is expected 
to increase considerably in future with the 
expansion of the traditional fisheries sector. 
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ON THE TRADITIONAL SMALL-SCALE FISHERIES AT PUDUMANIKUPPAM, 
MADRAS DURING 1979-'88* 
The Madras district of Tamil Nadu with a 
coastline of nearly 30 km and twelve landing 
centres has contributed an annual average of 
18,712 tonnes of fishes during the period 1985-
'89 of which 18% has been accounted by the 
traditional fisheries sector. Pudumanikuppam 
near Madras is the only major fish landing place 
of the district where both mechanised and indige-
nous fishing units land their catches. 
The present report deals with the tradi-
tional fishery exploited by a multiplicity of gear 
operated by non mechanised units in the shallow 
coastal waters off Madras and landed at this 
centre during the period, 1979-*88 (Fig. 1 - 4). 
The Fishery survey data collected during the 
period from eight gears viz., Kavala valai, Thatta-
kaixila valai, Valavalai, Ara valai, Pannu valai, 
Eda valai, Matha valai, Thuri valai and hooks and 
line have been analysed and the results of the 
studies on the average catch, effort and catch per 
unit effort (Table 1), percentages of the gearwise 
catch (Table 2), quarterwise and gearwise sea-
sonal abundance of landings (Fig. 2) and the 
groupwise abundance of the catches (Table 3) are 
presented. 
Kavala valai and Thatta-kavala valai 
These are the conventional sardine gill nets 
which were operated during the period 1979-'88 
and landed an annual average of 641 with a catch 
per unit effort of 21 kg contributing to 41% of the 
total fish production of non mechansied units 
during the period. Seasonal abundance of catch 
indicates a productive third quarter and 79% of 
the catches was constituted mainly by Sardinella 
gibbosa, S. albella and S. fbnbriata. 
Vala valai 
This is a drift net which was operated 
during the period 1979-*81 and 1984-'86 and 
landed an annual average of 12 t with a catch 
per unit effort of 6 kg. The third quarter followed 
by the first quarter were the periods when 
maximum landings were obtained and the catch 
comprised of carangids, lesser sardines, mack-
erel, seer fishes and prawns. 
Ara valai 
Contributing an annual average of about 23 
t, this gill net was operated during the period, 
1981-'86 and the average catch per unit effort 
was 10 kg. The landings of this gear have 
considerably decreased in catch and effort after 
1981-*83. Seasonal abundance of catch indicated 
a productive first quarter and nearly 42% of the 
landings comprised mostly of lesser sardines. 
Fig. 1. Pudumanikuppam fish landing centre, northern 
Madras. 
Fig. 2. The scads and Decapterus russelU landed by 'Eda 
valai' unit. 
' Prepared by M. Mohamed Sultan, P. K. Mahadevan Pillai and P. Thirumilu, Madras Research Centre of C.M.F.RI., Madras. 
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Fig. 3. Quarterwlse percentage composition offish production 
of different types of traditional gear operated off Madras 
coast during 1979-'88. 
Pannu valai 
This is a modified type of Ara valai made 
of specialised monofilament and was operated 
along the cost during 1986-'88. With an annual 
average catch of 20 t and the catch per unit effort 
of 11 kg, this gear was found most effective for 
netting a large number of pelagic species and the 
productive season extended over a prolonged 
period, say, from second to fourth quarters of the 
years. Mackerel and carangids are the most 
common fishes caught in this net. 
Mani valai 
This is a triple walled entangling net 
recently introduced along the Madras coast. An 
annual average of 4 t of all fish were landed 
during the period, 1986-'87 with a catch per unit 
effort of 10 kg. Though operated mainly for the 
prawns along the coast, many pelagic fishes are 
also caught in this gear. Seasonal abundance of 
landings indicates productive first and fourth 
TABLE 1. Average catch, number of unit operations and catch 
per unit effort to various gear landed at Pudumani-
kuppam, Madras during the period, 1979-'88 
Gear Period of Average Number of Catch per 
operation catch (kg) unit opera- unit effort 
tions (kg) 
Kavala valai 
and Thatta-
kavala valai 
Vala valai 
Ara valai 
Pannu valai 
Mani valai 
Eda valai and 
Matha valai 
Thuri valai 
Hooks and 
line 
1971-'88 
1979-'81 
1984--86 
1981-'86 
1986-'88 
1986-'87 
1979-'83 
1979-'83 
1986-'87 
1979-'88 
63,727 3,067 21 
& 11,707 1,882 
22,771 2,237 
20,438 1,835 
3,770 
29,278 
& 7,820 
10 
11 
370 10 
185 158 
500 16 
16,236 1364 12 
quarters of the period and nearly 15% of the catch 
comprised of prawns, mostly Penaeus tndicus. 
Eda valai and Matha valai 
The catch and effort details of these two 
types of bag nets operated for the pelagic shoaling 
species are combined due to their similar mode 
of operation and catch composition. Landings 
from these nets recorded during the period 
1979-*83 indicate an annual average of 29 t with 
a catch per unit effort of 158 kg. A sizable share 
of 45% of the catch was recorded in the third 
quarter and the predominant constituents of the 
TABLE 2. Percentages of the catch landed by various gear in the annual fish production at Pudumanikuppam, 
Madras during the period, 1979'88 
Gears 
Kavala valai & 
1979 
— 
Thatta-kavala valai 
Valai valai 
Ara valai 
Pannu valai 
Mani valai 
Eda valai & 
Matha valai 
Thuri valai 
Hooks and line 
30.7 
— 
— 
— 
24.1 
1.8 
6.0 
1980 
— 
51.8 
— 
— 
— 
5.0 
36.8 
9.6 
1981 
6.9 
8.5 
51.8 
— 
— 
3.2 
54.3 
2.4 
1982 
17.5 
— 
17.0 
— 
— 
2.8 
— 
5.3 
1983 
39.3 
— 
17.9 
' — 
— 
0.4 
3.6 
10.4 
1984 
3.0 
0.2 
4.9 
— 
— 
3.5 
— 
4.6 
1985 
5.0 
— 
2i2 
— 
— 
13.9 
— 
10.8 
1986 
18.7 
8.8 
6.2 
30.9 
33.2 
16.2 
2.5 
28.6 
1987 
5.9 
— 
— 
31.6 
66.8 
30.9 
1.0 
12.3 
1988 
3.7 
— 
— 
37.5 
— 
— 
— 
10.0 
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catch included the scads, Decapterus sp. and the 
oil sardine, SardineEa longiceps besides other clu-
peoid fishes to a lesser extent. 
Thuri valai 
This is a typical boat seine operated 
seasonally in the shallow coastal waters off 
Madras and it landed an annual average of 8 t 
of fishes with a catch per unit effort of 16 kg, 
indicating a productive fourth quarter and 80% 
of the catch comprised of the ribbonfish, 
Trichiurus lepturus. 
Hooks and line 
The hooks and line contributed annually 16 
t of all fish at this centre with an average catch 
per unit effort of 12 kg. This is the only gear 
which has been consistently operated during the 
entire period, 1979-'88 and increased catches 
have been observed in recent years. Study of 
seasonal abundance of the landings has shown 
third and fourth quarters as the productive 
periods when 29% and 32% of the catch were 
obtained. Contributing to 37% of the catch, the 
seer fishes Scomberomorus commerson predomi-
nated in the landings followed by the queenfishes, 
Scomberoides commersonianus and S.lysan be-
sides other carangids, perches, catfishes, eels 
and barracudas. 
Remarks 
The estimated catch data collected during 
the 10 year period, 1979-*88 in the artisanal 
small scale fishery landed at Pudumanikuppam, 
Madras, indicate maximum production from 
TABLE 3. Percentages of different groups qfjlshes caught in various gear landed at Pudumanikuppam, Madras during the period, 
1979-88 
Groups 
Lesser sardines 
OH sardine 
Scads 
Queenfishes 
Other carangids 
Anchovies 
Rainbow sardines 
Silverbellies 
Mackerel 
Ribbonfishes 
Croakers 
Barracudas 
Seerflshes 
Catfishes 
Little tuna 
Pomfrets 
Eels 
Rock cods 
Other perches 
Sharks 
Prawns 
Others 
Kavala 
valai & 
Thatta-
kavala 
valal 
78.7 
— 
— 
— 
— 
6.8 
6.7 
4.1 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
3.7 
Vala 
valai 
22.0 
— 
— 
— 
24.9 
— 
— 
3.6 
9.2 
— 
— 
— 
4.2 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
3.4 
32.7 
Ara 
valal 
71.4 
— 
— 
— 
5.8 
2.1 
3.8 
— 
3.3 
— 
— 
— 
1.6 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
1.5 
10.5 
Pannu 
valai 
— 
— 
— 
— 
25.0 
— 
— 
4.6 
62.6 
— 
1.1 
2.1 
2.4 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
2.2 
Mani 
valai 
• — 
— 
— 
— 
26.0 
' » 
— 
— 
4.0 
— 
22.3 
6.0 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
14.7 
27.0 
Eda 
valal & 
Matha 
valai 
— 
31.2 
39.8 
— 
13.8 
1.2 
4.0 
— 
10.0 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
.— 
Thwi 
valal 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
79.5 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
20.5 
Hooks 
and line 
— 
— 
— 
13.4 
23.1 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
2.6 
2.0 
36.6 
4.0 
2.3 
2.1 
3.6 
2.5 
6.2 
1.4 
— 
— 
Percentages 
to total fish 
production 
35.9 
5.7 
7.4 
1.5 
20.8 
3.0 
3.5 
1.7 
5.3 
3.1 
0.5 
0.4 
4.6 
0.5 
0.3 
0.2 
0.4 
0.3 
0.7 
0.2 
0.3 
3.7 
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different types of gill nets viz., Kavala valai, 
Thatta-kcuxda valai, Vala valai, Ara valai and 
Pannu valai which together constituted about 
62% of the total fish landed during the period 
followed by 25% of the catch recorded from the 
bag nets Eda valai, Matha valai and Thuri valai. 
Among the gill nets, the sardine gill nets appear 
to have retained their efficiency as indicated from 
the continuous operation during the period. The 
drift gill net Vala valai is not operated in recent 
years due to the poor catches obtained. Though 
the Ara valai netted appreciable quantities of 
fishes, it has been replaced since 1988 by the 
Pannu valai which is bringing higher catches. 
The triple walled entangling net, Mani valai which 
has been introduced along the coast very recently 
has become much popular due to its effectiveness 
for catching prawns. 
With maximum catch per unit of effort, 
Matha valai and Eda valai are in operation for a 
longer period and is the most suitable gear for 
the pelagic shoaling fishes especially scads and 
oil sardine. The boat seine Thuri valai though 
seasonal in operation are at present employed on 
a much restricted scale in most of the centres 
along the Madras coast. The traditional hooks 
and line fishery continues to retain its importance 
as the main gear to catch larger fishes like 
seerfishes, perches, carangids etc. 
Seasonal abundance of the fish landings at 
the centre by various indigenous gear clearly in-
dicates that the third quarter is the most 
productive followed by the first quarter. Of the 
annual average of 1,254 t of all fish landed at 
Pudumanikuppam by the artisanal gears, the 
predominant groups are pelagic fishes forming 
nearly 96%. The bulk of the pelagic fishes caught 
are lesser sardine (36%), other carangid fishes 
(21%), scads (7%), oil sardine (6%), seer fishes 
(5%), rainbow sardine (4%), anchovies (3%) 
besides miscellaneous fishes. 
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AN ACCOUNT ON THE DISPOSAL OF DEEP SEA SHARKS AND SKATES AT 
TUTICORIN * 
In recent days additional fish production 
has been achieved by extending the fishing effort 
beyond the traditional fishing grounds and by 
diversification of the fishing effort as well. In view 
of the very high export potential of shark fins and 
also the abundance of sharks in the inshore and 
offshore areas, exploitation of deep sea sharks 
attracted many dare - devil fishermen to concen-
trate on this lucrative fishery. 
Engaging long lines (No 30 hooks) for the 
exploitation of sharks of the inshore and offshore 
waters of Gulf of Mannar area is not a new de-
velopment. But it is significant to note that out 
of the landings of deep sea sharks made at 
Keelakarai (near Mandapam) large size (1 to 3 m) 
sharks are brought to Tuticorin for better 
marketing. 
These days the catch is being regularly 
brought to Tuticorin by engaging vans at the rate 
of Rs. 350/- to Rs. 400/- per trip covering a dis-
tance of 100 km and auctioned. This type of 
auctioning is carried out on fixed days i.e., 
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday which has 
* Reported by T. S. Balasubramanlan, S. Rajapacklyam and G, 
created keen competition among buyers from 
Kerala. During 1990, the active season lasted for 
about five months commencing from January. 
During our observation days relevant details 
were collected in order to prepare a comparative 
account on the marketing of sharks brought to 
Tuticorin. Roughly 6.9 tonnes of sharks were 
auctioned for Rs. 97,242/- during the five months 
period. 
The elasmobranch catch comprised of 6 
species of sharks such as 1. Carcharhinus sorrah 
(Spot tail shark), 2. Carcharhinus longimanus 
(Oceanic while tip shark), 3. Carcharhinus brivi-
pinna, (Spinner shark), 4. Carcharhinus limbatus 
(Black tip shark), 5. Carcharhinus melanoptenis 
(Black tip rear shark) and 6. Sphyma lewini 
(Scallopped hammer head shark) and one species 
of Skate Rhina anchylostoma. In addition to this, 
large size fishes like Eptnephelus spp. and 
carangids were also brought and auctioned 
occasionally. 
In all, 16 observations were made and the 
actual catch which was brought to Tuticorin for 
Arumugam, Tuticorln Research Centre of CMFRI, Tuticorln. 
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TABLE 1. Particulars of marketing of sharks and skates brought to Tuticorin by vans from Keelakarat (near Mandapam) 
Month 
January '90 
February '90 
March '90 
April '90 
may '90 
Total 
Number of 
observation 
days 
2 
4 
5 
3 
2 
16 
Name of species 
C. sorrah 
C. longimanus 
C. brlvipinna 
C. sorrah 
C. longimanus 
C. melanopterus 
C. lewini 
C. sorrah 
C. melanopterus 
C. longimanus 
C. lunbatus 
Carcharhinus sp. 
C. sorrah 
C. longimanus 
C. brivipinna 
C. melanopterus 
Carcharhinus sp. 
C. sorrah 
C. melanopterus 
C. lunbatus 
R. anchulostoma 
— 
Catch In 
number 
5 
2 
1 
25 
3 
2 
1 
107 
3 
1 
1 
2 
13 
2 
1 
1 
1 
46 
2 
2 
2 
223 
Size range 
in cm 
215-284 
305-340 
270 
125-286 
285-342 
185-205 
335 
95-140 
182-225 
320 
242 
285-355 
115-248 
322-336 
290 
216 
312 
116-138 
196-238 
220-235 
263-288 
— 
Approximate 
weight range 
83-130 
170-220 
100 
8-136 
140-220 
45-60 
200 
4-35 
40-90 
185 
95 
145-225 
8-80 
145-160 
140 
85 
168 
8-25 
65-90 
80-90 
160-210 
— 
Approximate 
total weight 
(kg) 
490 
390 
100 
495 
550 
105 
200 
1,130 
180 
185 
95 
365 
455 
305 
140 
85 
168 
795 
155 
170 
360 
6,923 
Price realised 
(Rs.) 
5,522 
4,000 
1,165 
7,520 
8,045 
2,150 
2,500 
14,040 
3,160 
3,150 
1,900 
6,350 
7,330 
5,180 
1,680 
1,200 
2,800 
11,940 
1,560 
2,100 
3,950 
— 
Total price 
(Rs.) 
10,687 
20,215 
28,600 
18,190 
19,550 
97,242 
1 
Fig. 1. A view of the landing centre. Fig. 2. A specimen of Carcharhinus sorrah. 
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TABLE 2. The size measurements of diflerent species of sharks and skates along with the maximum size recorded 
Date Name of the 
species 
Sex Maximum size TL 
(cm) present 
record 
Maximum size TL Approximate weight Price realised 
(cm) previous (kg) (Rs.) 
FAO record 
20-01-'90 
27-01-'90 
06-02-'90 
22 -02-90 
28 -02-90 
24-03-'90 
22-02-'90 
21-04-'90 
05-05-'90 
24-03-'90 
05-05-'90 
20-01 -'90 
18-04-90 
20-02-'90 
03-05-'90 
03 -05-90 
C. sorrah 
„ 
•• 
C. longimanus 
,, 
•• 
C. melanopterus 
,, 
•• 
C. Kmbatus 
•• 
C. brivipinna 
•• 
S. lewinl 
R . anchylostoma 
•• 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Male 
260 
284 
286 
335 
342 
320 
205 
216 
238 
242 
235 
270 
290 
335 
288 
263 
150 
to 
230 
350 
200 
247 
280 
4 2 0 
— 
100 
130 
136 
190 
220 
185 
60 
85 
90 
95 
9 0 
100 
140 
200 
160 
100 
1,380 
1,420 
2 ,370 
2 ,860 
3,200 
3,150 
1,470 
1,200 
1,560 
1,900 
1,230 
1,165 
1,680 
2 .500 
2 ,250 
1.700 
auction is presented in Table 1 with the price 
realised. Along with this, length measurements 
were also taken to note their size composition in 
the fishery for comparison with FAO records and 
presented in Table 2. 
From the measurements, it is obviously 
seen that Carcharhinus sorrah, Carcharhinus 
melanopterus and Carcharhinus brivipinna were 
larger in size than the specimens recorded by 
FAO {FAO species identification sheets.... Western 
Indian Ocean Vol V). Normally each shark was 
auctioned individually except the ones which 
were less than 20 kg. Such small sharks were 
auctioned collectively. The average rate worked 
out at Rs. 10/- to Rs. 20/- per kg. The flesh was 
salted and sent to Kerala. The liver was utilized 
for extracting oil and the fins were dried for 
export. 
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GUIDELINES ISSUED BY KARNATAKA PURSE SEINE FISHERMEN'S 
ASSOCIATION (MANGALORE BRANCH) TO AVOID CONFLICTS AMONG 
PURSE SEINE OPERATORS * 
Introduction 
With the introduction of purse seine fishing 
along the coast of Karnataka, the Karnataka 
Purse seine Fishermen's Association was formed 
in 1973 and registered in 1979 (Reg. No. 80/79-
80) at Mangalore. Its objective is to serve as an 
* Prepared by : S. Kemparaju, Uma S. Bhat and G. Subramanya 
under the guidance of Dr. P. P. Plllal. 
organ to redress the grievances of the marine 
fishing community of the area in general and to 
provide welfare measures to the members of the 
Association in particular. It also endeavours to 
avoid clashes and conflicts among fishermen on 
fishing rights and to solve the complaints and 
it, Mangalore Research Centre of CMFRI, Mangalore - 575 001 
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other problems peacefully by conducting meeting 
whenever it Is necessary. The changes In fishing 
methods or any reforms are discussed at these 
meetings. In addition to these, the Association 
looks after the maintenance and cleanliness of 
the jetty, provides drinking water facilities and 
-makes arrangement for ice to the night fishing 
boats. Further, the Association brings to the 
notice of the Government, the problems, such as 
dredging of bar mouth and subsidy for diesel and 
takes action accordingly. Monetary help is given 
from the Relief Fund of Association to the family 
of the deceased fishermen who succumbs the 
accident at the time of fishing. At present (1990-
91) 96 boat owners form the members of this 
Association. 
As the purse seine fishing became popular 
and competitive, clashes among them over the 
fishing rights started. The Association, consid-
ering the nature and reason for such clashes and 
discussing the same among the members issued 
certain guidelines regarding the operation of 
purse seines based at Mangalore. While the 
major guidelines were being followed since they 
were formulated, these were reviewed when night 
fishing was started a few years ago and certain 
changes were made. The guidelines mentioned 
in the present account are applicable to both day 
and night purse seine operations except item no. 
1, which is applicable to night purse seine only. 
The guidelines are originally issued in 
Kannada in the Annual Report of the Karnataka 
Purse seine Fishermens' Association, Mangalore 
for the year 1990-91. These are translated into 
English by the authors, with a view to make 
aware of the existence of such guidelines, for 
avoiding conflicts and also with the hope that this 
may be useful as guideline In other maritime 
states where clashes are being reported among 
fishermen and where such guidelines are not 
available at present. 
The guidelines are functionally followed by 
the purse seine operators based at Mangalore. 
However, non-co-operation of these guidelines on 
certain occasions has been reported, but all these 
cases have been settled amicably. 
Guidelines and resolutions 
1. Purse seine operation during night time: 
During September - December, the purse seine 
should operate only after sunrise. After sunset, 
they should not operate the net. However, as 
decided by the Association, from December first 
onwards, there is no restriction on fishing after 
sunset. If anyone goes against this decision of 
fishing In September, October and November 
those purse seiners will have to pay the value of 
entire fish catch to the Association. In addition, 
they have to pay Rs. 1,000/- as penalty. 25% 
of the value of the fish catch and 50% of 
additional penalty fee will be given to the party 
who have brought the complaint. 
2. When two boats go together In the same 
direction and sight a fish shoal, priority should 
be given to the boat which In nearer to the Inner 
side of the shoal and start paying off the net 
encircling the shoal. This boat has the right to 
operate first. 
3. When two boats are coming In opposite 
directions (south-north or east-west) towards a 
fish shoal, preference should be given to the boat 
which is close to the shoal and this boat will 
operate first. If anybody goes against the above 
rule and operate the net without following it, the 
party that actually has the right of operating the 
net should not quarrel with other party. If the 
party quarrels with the opponent (who has the 
right), the quarrelled party has to pay 
Rs. 1,000/- as penalty, In addition to 75% of the 
value of the fish to the Associatloa and 25% of 
the value of the fish would go to the party that 
has operated the net illegally. Under this circum-
stance, if the party which has the right to operate 
files a complaint against the other party with 
proof to the Association, 50% of the value of the 
fish should be given to the complained party, 25% 
to the boat people who have operated the net 
illegally and 25% to the Association. 
4. If another boat Is interfering In the area 
where one purse seine is shooting the net, the 
encroacher will have to pay a penalty of 
Rs. 1,000/-. 
5. Whenever a boat Is fishing for catflshes 
and other larger fishes, and gets a substantial 
catch which could not be taken by the purse seine 
boat or attached carrier boat and at that point, 
another boat can catch the excess fish from the 
net of first boat and the total value of the fish 
thus procured should be shared equally between 
the two boats. 
6. When the shoal sighted by a carrier boat 
and the purse seine boat belonging to this party 
Is not in the vicinity, the other purse seiners can 
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operate the net by taking permission from that 
carrier boat. In such cases l / 3 of the value of the 
fish has to be give to the carrier boat that sights 
the shoal. If the said carrier boat is empty, they 
must transport the fish caught by the purse 
seiners. If it is already loaded and unable to 
transport the fish, the boat which has operated 
the net must give V3 of the share to the carrier 
boat. If the other purse seiners operate without 
taking permission from the carrier boat, after 
taking the share of workers, 50% of the fish value 
should be given to the carrier boat which sighted 
the shoal, 25% to the purse seiners who operated 
the net and 25% to the Association. 
7. Whenever catfish or other fishes are 
sighted by the trawlers of indigenous boats, they 
may inform the nearby purse seiners to operate 
the net or with the permission of the trawlers or 
indigenous boats, the purse seiners can catch the 
fish. In such cases, the fish catch will be loaded 
to the boat's capacity. Deducting this from 
remaining value of fish, 10% of the fish value 
should be given to the boat crew who sighted the 
shoal. If the catch is more, the trawlers or 
indigenous boats have to carry the fish to the 
shore but the entire value should be given to the 
purse seiners. 
8. Purse seiners should not interfere by 
fishing in an area where Rampani fishermen are 
either waiting for a shoal or shooting the net. If 
anyone defys this rule and the information 
brought to the notice of the Association with proof 
by the Rampani fishermen, the purse seiners will 
have to pay the total value of the fish caught and 
an additional penalty of Rs. 1,000/- to the 
Rampani owners. 
9. Purse seiners are prohibited from keep-
ing the fish in water througout the night and 
unloading the same next morning. If the fish 
catch is more, they should unload before 
midnight of the same day. If the fish has been 
carried by another boat, V3 of the value of loaded 
fish should go to purse seiners and 2 /3 of the 
value should be given to the boat which has 
transported the fish to the jetty (this rule will be 
applicable only in the case of oil sardine, 
mackerel and other small fish). If anyone goes 
against this rule, they have to pay the full value 
of the fish and Rs. 1,000/- as additional penalty 
to the Association. If a complaint is lodged 
against the boat which has not followed this rule, 
25% of the impounded fish and 50% of the 
penalty of Rs. 1,000/- will be paid to the party. 
10. No purse seiner should do the fishing 
inside the bar mouth (near the river or estuary) 
before 1st of September. If anyone contravenes 
it and does the fishing, the full value of the fish 
caught and Rs. 1,000/- as additional penalty 
must be given to the Association. Those who 
brought the complaint will be given 50% of the 
additional penalty (i. e. 50% of Rs. 1,000/-). 
11. It has been decided by the Association 
on 12.8.1987 that the purse seiners should not 
allow more than 10% concession after auction of 
the fish. This has been unanimously agreed upon 
during the annual meeting. Necessary action will 
be taken against anybody who defies this rule. 
12. The Ayudha Poqja day in the Navara-
thri festival time is declared as a compulsory 
fishing holiday every year. 
The guidelines thus consider matters relat-
ing to fishing in the same area, sharing of the 
catch and co-operation with indigenous fishing 
operations. In view of the penalties stipulated, 
the purse seine operators are reported to observe 
these guidelines strictly. The penalty amount 
collected by the Association is utilised for the 
welfare of the fishermen. The clashes occur-
ringbetween the boats based at Mangalore and 
other nearby centres are settled amicably at the 
nearest base (centre). 
For further clarification on the above 
guidelines, the Karnataka Purse seine Fisher-
mens' Association (Reg.) (Mangalore Branch) 
South Wharf, Bunder, Mangalore - 575 001, may 
be contacted. 
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ON THE INCURSION OF BROWN ALGAE AND SARGASSUM FISHES 
INTO THE COCHIN BACKWATERS * 
The incursion of marine sea weeds like 
brown algae and reef fishes like Sargassum fishes 
was observed in the Cochin backwaters on 6-12-
1991. An extensive survey was made in the 
backwaters for understanding the species com-
position and the factors responsible for the 
incursion of these organisms into the area. The 
fishes which were available in plenty along the 
shores of the backwaters from Fort Cochin to 
Thoppumpady, Chullikkal, Willingdon Island area 
on 6-12-'91 were caught by local fishermen and 
boys using scoop nets and sold as ornamental 
(aquarium) fishes at prices ranging from Rs. 2 5 / 
- to Rs. 50 / - per pair. The local press also gave 
a wide coverage to the incident with the result 
that there was heavy demand for the Sargassum 
fish (Htstrio histrio) for rearing in aquarium tanks. 
But most of the fishes could survive in the tanks 
only upto a maximum of two days. During this 
period, brown algae belonging to different species 
were found washed ashore in the backwaters 
from the Cochin barmouth to Willingdon Island. 
The list of marine algae and fishes obtained from 
the backwaters is given below. 
Brown algae (Phaeophyceae) 
1. Cystoseira trinodes (Forskal) 
2. Sargassum. myriocystum J . Ag. 
3. S. tenerrimum J. Ag. 
4. S. wightii Grevllle 
5. Dictyota dichotoma (Huds) Lamour 
6. Turbinaria conoides 
7. T. ornata 
Reef fishes 
1. Histrio histrio (Antennariidae) 
2. Aluterus monoceros (Aluteridae) 
3. A. scriptus (Aluteridae) 
4. Canthidermis maculatus (Balistidae) 
5. Platax teira (Platacidae) 
6. lobotes surinamensis (Lobotidae) 
7. Psenes cyanophrys (Nometdae) 
8. Platycephalus indicus (Platycephalidae) 
Fig. 1. Cystoseira trinodes. 
Fig. 2. Sargassum myriocystum. 
* Prepared by: K. V. Somasekharan Nair, K. G. Girijavallabhan, N. Gopalakrishna Plllal, Puthran Prathibha, P. M. Aboobaker, M. Abdul 
Nizar and J. Narayana Swamy, Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin - 682 031. 
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Fig. 5. Histrio histrio. 
Fig. 6. Aluterus monoceros. 
Fig. 7. Aluterus scrtptus. 
Most of the species of brown algae recorded 
from the Cochin backwaters are found to occur 
on rocky substrata in shallow coastal waters in 
Alleppey, Quilon, Neendakara and Vizhinjam area 
along the southwest coast. Most of the fishes are 
also found to be associated with the sea weeds. 
It appears that the habitat disturbance caused by 
Fig. 8. Canthidermis maculatus. 
Fig. 9. Platax teira. 
the human interference along the southern part 
of the west coast brought the reef fishes along 
with the marine algae into the backwaters being 
assisted by the strong northerly current prevail-
ing during the season. In November-December 
a strong northerly current is established off the 
shelf along the southwest coast of India (Varad-
achari and Sharma, 1967, J. Indian Geo. Union., 
Fig. 10. Lobotes surinamensls. 
Fig. 11. Psenes cyanophrys. 
Fig. 12. Platycephalus indicus. 
4 (2) : 61-73). The flora and fauna present in the 
current are usually carried along with the tidal 
waters into the backwaters during high tide. The 
probability of the sea weeds being brought along 
with the northerly drift from the dense natural 
beds in the Cape Comorin area also cannot be 
ruled out, though the chance appears to be rather 
remote. 
ON A SEI WHALE, BALAENOPTERA BOREAUS LANDED AT PUTHUVYPU IN 
VYPEEN ISLAND NEAR COCHIN * 
On 21.9.1991 the fishermen of Puthuvypu 
near Cochin, seeing a sei whale Balaenoptera 
borecdis stranded in shallow water, tied and 
landed it ashore (Fig. 1 and 2) at the Puthuvypu 
light house beach. The animal was alive when 
landed but died soon. The carcass was burried 
at the beach on fourth day in decayed condition. 
Fishermen collected the oozing oil and removed 
the blubber believing them to be excellent reme-
dies for respiratory complaints. A preliminary ex-
amination of the intestine did not reveal any solid 
food material. 
The whale measured 9 m in length and was 
estimated to weigh around 5 tonnes. Some mor-
phometry details in cm are presented below. 
Total length from tip of upper jaw 900 
to deepest part of the fluke notch 
Projection of lower Jaw beyond upper 11 
Flipper length from tip to anterior insertion 110 
Baleen plate length 156 
Head span 135 
Blow hole length 20 
Girth at flipper 205 
Depth of body at origin of flipper 86 
Dorsal fin height 24 
Fluke span 220 
Length of fluke on outer curvature 306 
Baleen plates (No.) 292 
Ventral grooves (No.) 52 
The first record of sei whale stranding along 
the Indian coasts was by Venkataraman et al. 
Indian J. Fish.. 20 (2) : 634-638. (1973) in Palk 
Bay. Since then there were two more strandings 
(Venkataramanujam et al. Invest. Cetexcea, 21 : 
* Reported by A. Noble and A. K. V. Nasser, C. M. F. R I., Cochin -
682 505. 
247-249, 1988 and Mohamed Kasim and Balas-
ubramanian {Mar. Fish. Infor. Serv., T & E Sen, 
No. 95 : 12-14, 1989) at Tuticorin. The present 
capture, however, is the first report of sei whale 
from the west coast. The one landed now at 
Puthuvypu happens to be the smallest of the sei 
whale so far got In India. 
Fig. 1. The sei whale, Balaenoptera borealis landed at 
Puthuvypu on 21-9-1991. 
Fig. 2. A view of sei whale showing the baleen plates in 
upper jaw. 
031 and P. Radhakrishnan, K. V. K. ofC. M. F. R I., Narakkal 
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ON THE OCCURRENCE OF WHALE SHARK RHINJODON TYPUS ALONG THE 
KAKINADA COAST * 
During the routine observations, the re-
porter came across, a specimen of whale shark 
Rhiniodon typus on 18th April 1984, at Dummu-
lapeta landing centre at Kakinada (Fig. 1). The 
whale shark which was a female was entangled 
in a gill net accidentally and was towed by two 
non-mechanised boats. 
The morphometric measurements (in cm) of the 
shark are given below. 
Total length (from tip of snout to the tip of the 
upper caudal lobe 
Tip of snout to first gill opening 
Tip of snout to last gill opening 
Tip of snout to origin of first dorsal fin 
Tip of snout to end of first dorsal fin 
Width of head at eyes 
Distance between the nostrils 
Width of mouth 
Distance between the end of first dorsal fin and the 
origin of second dorsal fin 
Distance between the posterior boarder of second 
dorsal fin to origin of caudal fin 
height of upper caudal lobe 
Height of lower caudal lobe 
Width of second dorsal fin 
Height of first dorsal fin 
Height of second dorsal fin 
Length of pectoral fin 
Height of pectoral fin 
Base of pectoral fin 
Height of body at pectoral origin 
Height of body at first dorsal fin origin 
Weight 
Sex 
601 
97 
142 
270 
325 
117 
58 
92 
70 
45 
152 
94 
17 
77 
32 
111 
92 
44 
72 
69 
3 tonnes 
Female 
The colour of the animal was grey on the 
dorsal side with numerous closely distributed 
white spots of different sizes on the body 
including the head. Lower lobe of caudal fin was 
white in colour. Amid dorsal ridge started behind 
the eyes and ended at the origin of the first dorsal 
fin. Besides, three prominent ridges were present 
on either side of the body. The specimen had no 
external injuries or parasites. As there was no 
demand for its flesh, the fish was towed back by 
two boats and dumped far away into the sea on 
the subsequent day. 
Some more observations on the landings of 
the whale shark were made along the Kakinada 
coast and the relevant details are given in 
Table 1. 
v # V ? W 
Fig. 1. The whale shark land along the Kakinada coast. 
TABLE 1. Occurrence of whale sharks along the Kakinada coast 
Date of capure Landing centre Type of gear employed Total length (in m) Sex Depth at which occurred (in m) 
13-1-1978 Kothapeta Shore-seine 
13-1-1978 Yerraiahpeta Shore-seine 
13-1-1978 Yellaiahpeta Shore-seine 
23-1-1978 Perumallapuram Shore-seine 
24-1-1978 Koppirivanipeta Shore-seine 
26-2-1979 Yetimoga Gill-net 
18-4-1984 Dummulapeta Gill-net 
(Present report) 
21-3-1985 Kakinada Fishing Harbour Trawl net 
05-1-1987 Kakinada Fishing Harbour Trawl net 
6.09 
5.68 
5.93 
6.61 
5.85 
7.40 
6.01 
7.64 
5.93 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
5-8 
5-8 
5-8 
5-8 
5-8 
50 
50 
60 
50 
' Prepared by C. V. Seshagirl Rao, Vlsakhapatnam Research Centre of CMFRI, Vlsakhapatnam - 530 003. 
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INSTANCES OF WHALE SHARK RMNEODON TYPUS SMITH CAUGHT ALONG 
THE TAMIL NADU COAST * 
In the present report, details of landings of 
two whale sharks, Rhtneodon typus Smith from 
the fish landing centres at Kovalam near Madras 
and Dhanushkodi near Rameswaram along the 
Tamil Nadu coast are given. 
A female juvenile whale shark of 448 cm in 
total length caught in live condition in a gill net 
('Paichu valai') was landed on 8th October, 1989 
at Kovalam fish landing centre about 30 km 
south of Madras. The second whale shark 
measuring 556 cm in total length was a male and 
stranded on 23rd October, 1991 near Dha-
nushkodi fishing jetty about 18 km south of 
Rameswaram (Fig. 1). The whale shark was first 
caught in live condition in a gill net ('Choodai 
valai') but it managed to escape. Two numbers 
of the sucker fish, Echeneis na.ucra.tes were 
attached on one side of the gill slits of the whale 
shark at the time of stranding. The whale shark 
was auctioned by the officials of Tamil Nadu State 
Fisheries Department, Rameswaram. The mor-
phometric measurements of the specimens are 
given in Table 1. 
TABLE 1. Morphometry measurements of whale sharks (In cm) 
Date of Catch ; 
Place of Catch : 
8.10.89 
Kovalam 
23.10.91 
Dhanushkodi 
Particulars Measurements 
Total length (tip of snout to 448 556 
tip of caudal fin) 
Tip of snout to origin of first - 197 
dorsal fin 
Tip of snout to second - 296 
dorsal fin 
Tip of snout to I gill slit - 80 
Tip of snout to II gill silt - 90 
Tip of snout to III gill silt - 88 
Tip of snout to IV gill silt - 89 
Breadth of snout 60 66 
Tip of snout to origin of 
pectoral fin 
Breadth of pectoral fin 
Length of pectoral fin 
Breadth of first dorsal 
Height of first dorsal 
Breadth of second dorsal 
Tip of snout to anal opening 
Tip of snout to caudal fluke 
Length of upper caudal fluke 
Length of lower caudal fluke 
Maximum height of the body 
Girth of the body at head region 
Approximate weight 
Sex 
Length of clasper 
* 
47 
75 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
2 tonnes 
Female 
12 
108 
50 
71 
38 
52 
20 
252 
392 
155 
57 
62 
256 
3 tonnes 
Male 
Fig. 1. Whale shark 
Dhanushkodi 
typus Smith landed at 
* Reported by: P. Nammalwar, P. Livingston, C. Kasinathan and N. Ramamoorthy, Mandapam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam 
Camp - 623 520 and P. Poovannan, Madras Research Centre of CMFRI, Madras - 600 006. 
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1979-88 % ^KW % f*T ^T^ft 3^rcur % 41°/ 
"sw f3TT «TT i Tf^z tft ¥ g ^ * n f M Hi<fej™ii RMIHI, 
HR^MH 1979-81 3ft: 1984-86 ^ ^RPT 1%*TT 
«TTI ^ f c 3ftffi[TT^ 12 ^T- t f cTT^ S W ^ T * ^ 
60 %. w r *fti 3KT " ^ ^T ^ rrf^ 3 t e ijlJ^H 
23 ^ 3ft: ^n% «w ^ ^5¥ 10 % ^n «fti f * m 
MR^MH TJFRT: 1981-86 %^kFf^TT sfT 3ft: 83 
% '«re f*r 1?[3K % "q^¥ ^ T "^ r M i ^ " ^ 3^7 
W#^T d^-^td ^T%faWT T#5T1*FT " ^ 1986-88 
^ M %i fcft 3f ^ T3fr 3f t : -#st^T 3Tflw vdcHKH 
" ^ n ^ T T ^ T t l S^RlM, vttlfMfl TR^H 3RW 3 
f5ft3!J<TT Wet f t HWHId HcHM 9NT ^ t *£N<=K T I ^ : 
WJsf "$ ^ FT1%^ "I I "*JU "q^t (shark fins) ^ H*Tfa 
^nszmT3ff aft: ^ r a z 3ft: 3rrd€t 3f "*J*T3TT ^\ •ST^TT 
^ t 3T5^ ^PT #Mcn % I IWHf %TFT % ^rRq; ^far 
%cfKRf3TT«ni E^WT ^Tf^ f? 3ftTcf " q ^ 20 ^T 
f^t% T7WJ¥ SFT ^  ? M T ^ ¥ 11 # WT «ftl ^ f 
^ ^f ^ t HR^lRld ^ T " ^ XTep " ^ ^TM t ^ ^ I 
1986-87 % ^ H Wft^FK%> 3ftfW 4 Z^ T TR^ff 
^ T ^ TIS 1 '^nf^ 3ftor ^T^T^ 4 <^ r 3ft: ?tcr «nr 
^t-q^¥ 10 1%. I^FT *ftl ^WT MR^MH T^ RT: #rf f 
«Ft ^ w ^ %#f^ "^im %, -sftfr % -?n«T ^ f "?n«T 1^sr 
•^  "TIcTT ^ % J^T "qft^FR 3ft:f^T % Wcf ^ifcW"^ ~!$K\$t 
t>l # f f ^T *(41PW ^ ¥ W 3 29 ^T 3ft: -gfcT 
T ^ S «w ^ t "q^^ 158 fo. w r «?n ^ t ^ ^ n 
3ft^ ?r ^J¥ 8 "s^ r 3n% ? w ^ ^ R 16 1% TTPT «fri 
^FfcTikt^IT(5F fm % ^ RWT HR-^HH T1SRT rRT ^f 
^ %r ^ t W T "^ IcIT % I ^Tf^ i f f ? 16 ^T ^ ?f% 
ST ^ T^F¥ 12 1^ WT *ftl R^5RT % ciet Tf "^ T 
q<q<Hid "Rrartf ^K ^^fFT 3TS!PR % " a m ^ T T ^ 1% 
#?f(t (dHI$3t"?TW% 3TfgRfq^¥ ft<Hd1%l ^ T ^ W 
•^f % f s^fT ^ T ^P¥ % 96°/ 3TTcf ^1 
"ift ^T ^  3TK 3fl? ^RsTRT 3J^*f«H ^ T % f^t. %. ^^«(H 
ffi^ 3ft ift. Ri^ ft^  ITCI %m few *m\ 
% "^R^Hr ^ j % "^ f ^M«IK, ^ f K 3ft: Tjrftefrc 3TFf% 
feRT 1WT # ^ %l ^ 1990 % ^R^ t "ft ^T 
"d¥%5Tq^M^^W 89 ^T^3?f^TR>Tm 97,242 
^ "q^ "|3TT «TT I •^ ft^TFT % 1 ^ ^ T ^ ^iaff ^ft ^ T 
( l ) +K+lRjH TJfcT (2) <t>K+lR'iH rllRWHH 
(3) +K+//?W« GlRfH^il (4) *FK¥lfcm faWdH (5) 
*l<*lRr1H i )d/W<«(6) 1*JXm-?!pft I f^3MMT 
H«*fa41 "^ W TTfq^^RT « | M 3ft: ct><(^ JT ^T "*ft 
dfdchlRH % Tq^t 7T^ mrsft 3lk ^»3t ^ r MMdM* 
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"%TR % %r T^FTT ^C% «f I " ^ ^T^ t ^T "^fFf 
T^ ^ «fj?^ ^zn op^T «TT T^W t% ^ Is t ^T ^j¥f 3f 
7T%t%. TrfTTRT^T^m 10-20 ^ % r ^ T ^ I I HH+lH 
^w w t , 1973 3 "+nr«i+ ^tw -tfqw T ^ ^r> 
sHFTT W 3?k 1979 ^ ^ T ^ : "3f ^WT ^«K«M 
f3fTI WFT l ^ f ^T^ "f^ T «m % ^ t TT^ 3?t ^ 
%#TT^3^ 3TTft^I 3TT#3H^rfT "tft ^  m ^] ^FT 
t l ^ ^ T C % ^ £ f *f ^P^T ^cRf 3f HR^CTH ITT 
^£[ % T^ T T ^ 3ft: W^c l l ^T ^sHTM M^[ ^T 
c^T5TTJT 3frc Ttf 3f TT^Pf - K ^ t f sjtst %#tr F^fc 
^T W«J ^ T T 3TTfe ^ ^ "Sfa ^ T ^W ^ I ^ ^ 
3MT£fT 3{q% UHWI<jff ^ t *(WK % EZfFT 3 ^HT ?ft 
m ^T *IOT ^ I T ^ ^ % W f ^fe^T3?f i f i f t 
«$W<II ^T R^FT W t I t l ^ (1990-91) ^T 
"*fa "fif 96 F^R^ T % t%T% TTW "^ RT f 
t^<T -$m\ WWR " m T ^ ^ T ^t I*fr VMM+t 
% "4fa ylcWlPMI 1& ?Pft 3 f t H-rWH 3Tfg5fJK TR 
^T% ^ f w f -Jft "9^ i f f t * f t <?T i fa % ^ WTIHFT 
M
«Mfd+ ^ta "tfRm "J^m; -*ftr ^m ^ f f 3ft?: ^T? 
3 3tfNl ^ -?^^T 3TgcfR -|3TT| 
1^ TT mi %T0R % T%T % j ^ ^ ^ T TIZfT, 1WK -§ 
l i t THT Txqr 3TK 3H? dld+lRn a i ^ M %5f % ^ t. 
1KT f ^ M "sft Tf "arkTI 
31^<U| ^R " ^ ^ "^t i R t^ t "fir f l 
i . t%^: % t^r^: % ^RPT ^  ^^ RRit ^r «-«IMH 
?^rt>T % ^T?-^t "^n ^ % I t ^ : ^t ^ % 
•SR3 ^ ^ t f f l ^ ^ t % I t^%?T t%cRK 3T5^ C 
^ T^3f^ C ^f ^ t f HT fl"fa % 1^tcT ^rP^T ^ t 
^pf % ^ r ^f I O O O ^. ^ n TI%^TI tR^t Tpft 
*fc*Rnft % ^W ^T 25°/. 3ft?: ^ f %J 50'/. W 
^ fi|*Wd ^ ^ ^ f ^T ^TT ^T%T| 
2. *ra T^ -qtcT H<?WH %5t%r T^ ^t T%SfIT "^ *n% ^ 
3ft?: "q^ "^? - ^ t ^ % ^ ^r y-^nn ^ t wMft+di 
- IJ^-T#^T) TJ<* ^ ¥ ^ t 3TR 3TTcT % ^ fr 15P^R 
•^ wr t^TT ^ r "^R: ^ t ^t ^niT»ft ^fr " ^ % 
^ f ^ "cfr y-m<?n %#q «^iwft+ 3rfli¥K < ^ ^ i ^ 
"RT^T ^ t 5^IM % y-=IM«1 +<^=IMl %J "?TT«T 3TTTO 
^f -WW T[cT -5K?ft -=5(1^ i -zjfe 7 ^ TTT^ T f^H+t 
"^F^f f t 3T<tft yfdA|>n ^ W R T ^ t t ^ t " ^ 
•^t^lf%^cfTfTT5p¥^"?m% 75°/. 3fk3<R(R=W 
1000 ^ 3fk TWi\ ^ TTSNl % ^W ^ 25°/ 
"^ TOT ^ M q ^ T ' -gRT *TTCt 1 ^ ^ -TTFff^T* 
24 
cfsf ^ % $ eft wfe m, T*W& % ^nr % 50°/. 
Ri+wci +<^i^TT^f^r> 25°/ 3 ^ r ^ r ^ f *TFT 
% y-^ WH ^ Tf ^ f ^ 3fk WFtft 25°/. 1TC 
4. ^ x^r ^ : % ^m y^MH 3 ftrf\ 3RT ^ k ^r^r 
%cf % eft "3^ Tfa 1000 ~vdt *pf % ^ T 3f 
% irewr TTCWRT 13ft*; ^ irqw ^Rr-qr wv 
jfafim «it£T % ^fftq t&z ^¥T ^ t ^Rt aft?: 
"3*ft "WF=r 3f "^tf 3F?r t^er "q^% «fR: % *TW % 
f*r 3#?tw "R r^ "^ irr % cfr, ^  TJF*T ^r ^ f f "stst 
6. ^ ^ ^TfF ^ i^ F T^eW ^ ^T ^Rt t 3fc 
f * # •*Fta "#rm ^te H*i<{t+ ^ f f eft ^ K I ^ta 
W<M J$ ^ F «fte: *ft 3T*p# ^ * M F^T T ^ R 
F^T Wet % 3ft* ^ W ^ W^ TT^ % ^ T TJFST 
% 1/3 "TPT ^ T ^ «fte: ^ r ^ft -^¥ ^ t %m «n, 
^TT "qtTTI "9T3 NiHifW efTf?^ afe " ^ f t t [ eft 
^ ^ T ^fa Wf l t T^CT TO$ ^Pft W f t F^T HR<=^ H 
^7n^n%T| ^ p ^ t e ^ t 3 ^ J # % H F T T ^ i f 
% ^ % 50°/ "3Tf*? «te ^t, ^ft f ^ ^ t ^rr 
•^ r 3#c 25°/ tt ^ t ^ n ^t*ni 
7. M ^fet % ITT^f "3R fslHlfdiTf 3FQ[ R^faifi ^ t 
^Tettf <ft P l+dc lc fF^mi^^t^g^TT^f t^n^T 
"m sTM^ f ^ t 3i^f# % wt ^ r dHw+ *Tas*ft 
TOSTOKT^I ^ f 3TBRK ^ ^fjt if T ^ t of^ T 
^ : Wet 11 «n^ ft Trajsft % TJ^T % ^ feidi+<, 
10°/ ^ r i^ter ^nsft ?^r ^TT " ^n , ^ft ^ iresvft 
^ r g : ^ t % g T « n i TT^^ 3 f e % eft "$T^Rt ^T 
^?ft ^ t ^Ft ^3% "eTS" ^ "?TFTT ^PTT, ^K TfRI " J ^ 
F^>T F^TRTt ^T "^t ^TT ^ I % l 
* # ^ > : ?ft X?T. ^ K F g , ^TT i^ T. -JTJ, -3ft ^¥R^T ^ 
1000 ^ 3 ^ f M TWZ ^ T ^ r T ^ T <wMi"ft 
9. T ^ t TTf ^ f ^ l l ^Ft WJTC ^TFft T^ Tg=R y W+W 
eT? ^ cTW ^ -^TTOf r %#TCT-^rar %| f ? # 
HqtlcT 1 M 3?^ T «te: ^f T T ^ eT? Welt ^ eft 
TJ^T % 1/3 ^ WTT9ff ^T 3fk 2 / 3 ^ T l^ET 
^ t , ^ t ^Ripft cTRft «ft, ^ t fo*ft ( q f "^RW eTR f^t, 
^ T I T 3ifc 3FIT -^rrft Trt#wt ^K ^t "?n^ ^ ) ^fr 
m% "fer ^R^FT ^ r t ^ P ^ 1000 ^ ^ f 
^e t ^ eft T^^ft % 25°/ 3 ik^ i f %1^T 1000 
•5 % 50°/ Ri+wei ^ r ^#r ^r "ft^ti 
i o . Riei's«. % "q^t ^ t f 'jft ^ r "#rm ^ t "^K ifta 
f^ ^R^R " ^ ^?n ^rf|tT i -qf? ^?tt ^ ^ t 
% eft TR^t ""Pft Tras f^t % f ^ f TJ^T ^ :?TW 1 0 0 0 
^ ^T ^ f i f t WT ^Ft ^ T •Rt'TT I Rl+Wel ^ F ^ 
•5TWt ^Ft 3#feT?eT ^»f % 50° / ( 1 0 0 0 ^ . ^T 
50°/) 1^n ^ntrini 
11. Tfa % 12-8-1987 ^ t -ft°fa fWT 1% ^ 
^TRlt ^ t %TFT % ¥ R 10° / % 3TflRJ tW3?ef 
12 . H=l<l^l H^tc«c( % Km %T 3 T I ^ TJ5TT " ^ T ^ 
iff 3 i^cfT2f ? | ^ t % TFT TRtfteT t ^ T ^Rn ^> 
"^T y+K ^ RMfPl^ 9l X^F"^t $Pr% RrWH TRF# 
w r EfWf % +<^IUI %#tq ^rq>T ^ r \\ 
F^W -HTOT Tfa (M'^td) t^fTeJ?: "911^1 T^R«T ^TI*, f^K, 
i r l ^ c 5750001 % "sfq* ^ : iwfr f i 
"# tTJT tnw 3?K 3TTf % HlJ|^ J< 3Tg^EIH i f^ , iflj|^< 
25 
^t%T ^ M!M*fcfl 3f WOT 3fl^t 
^ # T % M^^Wl "£f "^tfte 6.12.91 ^tWJ& 
H^PuflMTTf I H<*\\m H^faifi ^  WIT 3 *fit£ 
^ f r r % "#gp^, 3fk - ^ c ^ % %f^ PRfT ^\i^4 
rRT % H9"<Moi1 3f ^ t f\i I WT%T "R?|Q; f^> " ^ 
^ t % *(fcq; T^^T 3fa 31H+IR+ TR^ft ^ ^ ^ 9 f f t 
1%q7l ^ f t ^ ^1% % t%r 25 3f 50 ^ ^T ^Ff 
TTCTfl ^ T ^UTC ^ P WT 3 # W ^ T 3n^t fiRRlf 
^T H^Pl4t 3fk '$|e(Mf ^ 3W|fcRU| ^qftqfcT 3fa 
«n% ^ R ^ T % «nt -if 3TSip^T ^ FTPf! TOT «TT I 3TS!FR 
21.9.91 ^ r i ^ f r r ^ r ^ fer^rar i ngs <re: % 
1te 1^ FTT w m t%ft ^r TT^T ^ + < TR: *rc 
*TFf, K^ «M ^ sTTC "**![ "RT "WI ^ K " ^ T % ¥ R 
?7fw far*T) % *IW<»II* "^ ntM % faror ^  % 
wr #rw ^ wjft mfcw«fl "^TT TOT, 2t "^  t TOT, 
66= 1-19, 1986 "3 $m % 73T%J "Wff "if fonf 
M O T % ^ T 18 ^t 3^r 1984 ^T «t»lftHWI % 
3ffe WTWT ^ l e W t F^T ^ T * 
(Phaeophycea) 3ffc 3M n^fcT ^ t ftq? H^Ri^ "^? 
*ft I ^ % ^Rft "^l^T 3TT^ t ^ t Mtlldifi ^RT: 3TM^, 
+VfH, "fffi^r 3fk -f^tor % ^J«MT iq^rM 3?H:"??K 
sTgrrwr fiwr ^T m^\ \ ^^ 3TRTO WPT TC ^ T -
PlR^M-H'lH, X^T. TfNM f^T 1qwT, ^ T f^rnTT, tf. 
3nfe % 1 9 7 3 ^ ^ t f ^ H ^ "^R 2(+d<IHH ailfe 
% 1988 3 3|fc dJdchtRn ^ i f t^uw ^T%T afrc 
• IM^ iWU^ % 1 9 8 9 "fif M t ^ %| ^aT^R:" f i f 
^ t %f ^T ^ T ^ f t ^ i ¥ %l 
* # tip Tiq? 3TK 3T1^  ^ # T % TT. fftf^T 3tk XT. %. 
•ft fTTCR: 3 f k - # T T j T i ^ > 3 n ? : 3 n ? % ^ t % ; <iK++>^ i 
% *ft. TTyi^tuH "gKT cPTO ^TT "S^Kf 
tal ^ T^RT fclft'pM ^T TicfJ -RM T^W ^ f ^>l««l 
I^T ^ i % 3iicj»RwH "Hm (%. ^ t. ^f) ^ "fori 
26 
^ r cfaif (ftm % Y5^" xn^T "^0 
T ^ T ^ "w % 3tcT 3^: ^FKT Y5 
W % 3TRTT % # 3 ^ t fjft 
^fer "w % w*r <w ^ "3^ 
^FQ g^f TT% *ft 3Nlf 
1^FT " J ^ Tflfr ^ t ^Nflf 
3RT "TO *ft efaTf 
601 m w ^ -afcnf = 92 
97 3f*T W P^T "^ T = 44 
142 3 f « W ^ W T ?TF "9T<k ^ ^Nnf : 72 
270 "q^T Tpff W ^ P ?tfk ^ ^ f l f : 69 
325 VK : 3 "^ T 
117 #PT : ^ft 
58 ^T (clWpM ^T t*T ^  "HFT "3 ^TB" 3TWK % 
9 2 3Fftr i^fcf R ) M % n^«T SpK % ^T 1?K ^ %T ffiK 
•grtk^r ^|T^I(^H ^ S T ^ I Y 5 0 ! ^ ^ ^ ^ 
70 "3%cT t T ^T |r ! 3 M % "4^" % T^ ^ f^T \^T 3TR1T 
^ ^ "q^ rr Y&ft w % w r WFT 3f w r f^ar In 
4 5 "5^% 3MRT ^?tfk % ^ f t "JTRT "ff <frr ^ W \ W $ 
1 5 2 f£ I ^H fdRj'Rw ^ T TR ^ f t «n^# T^d~ "m H<vif|<=n 
9 4 ^ff «ft I "5*1% W ^T ^ | f WT -R t^ f f t % T^C*T, 
17 3^ r% 1^T w t ^ «Jt2t % ^ rRo; <ST>I+< ^ gs if ^ P 
7 7 fen F^TTI 
32 
iff. l^r T^F7 3TR m PwWMdduw 31^ TEIH %*? % 
"tff f^t. UllqPlO ^ 3TCT flziK #*TT %TI 
dflk-Ml^ <T3 ^ W t Tfqr fapipM ^ T RPl^H ^T^RT "f^T" 
3 T ^ K q % ^ ^ 8 3T^g^ 1 9 8 9 %tTT=P pM^d (qiFf 
if ST^ cT^ T f 3TT «TT I "5Wft ^ T vfalf 4 4 8 ^ ift «ft I 
^KT 556 % Tft f^f ^ i f "^ T ^C "RfRtRM ^T «TT, 
•f^ R^ T 3Pfcrcq <ii|«cK.^  % 18 %. -ft sfm ^ y ^ i ) 
i* T*P "RM ^ IM ( ipw ^ ) % f 3{T «rr i jw^\ ^^r 
HlfrW+1 ^TIT, <I^ U!«KH % arfy+iRiilf ^ ippt Tiq 
*"Rjfff t ^ ^ : "# *T*T trcf> 3?TC an? % wwm sNta 
%^T % f^f. HUW4K, ft. f^R j IWH, •# . +l«i)H|HM 3fk 
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